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Letter from the Executive Director
Dear Friends,

This report represents the efforts of our local staff and volunteers; International Development
volunteers; and donors who funded RFDP in the FY2007. Special thanks go to our faithful
donors such as Save Africa’s Children and Pencil Project in the USA; Albert Schweitzer Foundation in Netherlands and Thandizani HIV/AIDS Project, a sub recipient of Zambia Aids Network.
Rising Fountains Development Program remains committed to address the
economic and
social needs of communities in rural Lundazi who are geographically disadvantaged from
main stream government support.

Our work is directed towards helping communities to find local solutions to address complex
problems impacted by HIV/AIDS, poverty and environment. To this end, we focus on thematic
areas that include: HIV/AIDS poverty, care and awareness; education; livelihoods;
agriculture/environment; water and sanitation. Our integrated approach is participatory and offers a wide range of rights-based approaches to development.
I am confident that you will find this report interesting and useful. If you have any questions
or suggestions, please contact me by email at risingfountain@yahoo.com or phone +260 977
219239or 0955430547 Please do let us know if you would like copies of this document. The report is also available on the Rising Fountains Development Program website (www.risingfountains.org).
Yours sincerely,

Mathias Zimba

Executive Director

Lundazi, Zambia
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Life in Rural Lundazi-Zambia

Lundazi is one of the largest Districts in the Eastern part of Zambia. The District occupies an area of
14 068 Km Sq. Most villages and communities in rural Lundazi are dominated by women who depend on
their own ingenuity to generate cash to support their many children and very often their elders.
Adulthood comes at an early age to rural children, especially the girls. Few manage to start school
before ten and only five years later they are considered adults with all the attendant responsibilities of marriage, child rearing and tending to crops. Only a small percentage of children finish primary school due to
the high cost of uniforms, books and various school
funds which parents must contribute. Usually a
woman will have between 6 and 12 children and
the cost of schooling for all of them is usually out of
their reach.
But although life is hard in these remote villages, they are by no means unhappy. Pleasure is
taken in simple things and problems are shared.
Daily chores are done in groups and often become
social occasions. Everyone contributes to weddings
and funerals otherwise they would not be affordable. There are no invitations and anybody in the
village is welcome to join in. RFDP offers a glimmer
of hope to rural Lundazi by working with local communities to address the challenges they face in
rural areas.

Our Success
• We participated and mobilized over 700 people to attend the 2007 World Aids Day awareness followed by
a sensitisation meeting in Chief Kazembe, a clear testimony on local participation and support towards
HIV/AIDS awareness
• We helped 295 orphans and vulnerable children with school requisites to lessen the financial burden on
families and encouraged them to remain in school. Kambwili Community School and Kanele Middle Basic
School were adopted as model schools to improve the quality of education for OVC and share lessons
learned with local and national authorities on the needs for rural based schools.

• We carried out 12 sensitisation meetings targeting 120 women in business entrepreneurship and OVC
care to empower them with knowledge to help them better prepare for the children in their care.

• We carried out a need assessment on water and sanitation across the operational area to have a better
understanding of the needs of the community-this process was done using participatory methods such as
focus group discussions, mapping exercise and most importantly, feedback from the community was critical
in this process.
• We introduced an environmental protection aspect to our work on the conservation and long term sustainability of the natural environment where our beneficiaries live.

• We helped to construct pit latrines and water wells for strategic locations such as schools and community
centers.
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Who are we?

RFDP is a non-governmental organisation based in the Lundazi District of Eastern Province, in Zambia.
The organisation was established in 2002 in the spirit of the United Nations Millennium Development Goals.
We are committed to combating HIV/AIDS and reducing poverty across the District and work in partnership
with the Local Government Authorises, Traditional Leaders and other local NGOs in the area to do so.
Whilst working to alleviate the impact of these issues on a micro level, the organisation acknowledges that
the wider political and economic factors which influence them need also to be addressed on a national and
international level.

Where do we work?

The organisation operates across Lundazi District in the Eastern Province of Zambia. The District comprises of an area of 14,068 sq km and has a population of 256,980. The focus of RFDP’s work is in the Luangwa Valley area which takes up almost two thirds of the District and has a population of 30,176. It is
generally perceived that this is the most deprived area of the District, mostly due to its remoteness and extremely poor road infrastructure. Other Aid Agencies and non-governmental organisations have remained
in the urban area of the District where facilities, including communication systems and government offices,
are accessible. To date, RFDP is the only NGO operating in the area, working towards alleviating the impact of poverty and HIV/AIDS.

What do we do?

RFDP’s mission is “To provide service to the need and empower local communities, children, youths,
women and men, in their socio-economic development over Lundazi District”.
We believe that we are working towards achieving this in the following objectives:

• Combating HIV/AIDS and opportunistic infections and improving access to health care through training
local communities in HIV/AIDS prevention, care and primary health care and working in partnership with the
Ministry of Health to improve access to Voluntary Counselling and Testing (VCT) and Antiretroviral Treatment (ART).
• Improving the provision of care and support for Orphans and Vulnerable Children (OVC) and youths
through distributing school requisites, clothing, blankets and food, empowering caregivers with knowledge
and skills to enable them to provide for their families needs and supporting youth groups for young people.
• Improving access to basic education for OVC through the distribution of school requisites, paying school
fees and supporting community schools.
• Empowering women in rural communities through facilitating opportunities in which their voices can be
heard and providing them with the necessary resources to take care of themselves and their families.
• Improving the availability of clean drinking water and sanitation installations, hygiene practices and reducing water borne diseases through the rehabilitation of wells, construction of pit-latrines, forming Water
and Sanitation Committees and raising community awareness of hygiene issues.
• Advocating environmental protection and sustainability through raising community awareness in issues
relating to poaching and deforestation.

How do we do it?

A crucial element to the success of RFDP in implementing projects is the strong grassroots presence of the
organisation. At every stage of the work the community is involved in assessing their needs, the planning,
implementing and monitoring of projects.

At a District level, we work in partnership with the Local Government Authorities in supplementing their efforts in the area. Moreover, we operate in close contact with other locally based NGO’s working in similar
fields; exchanging ideas and learning from each others projects. On national and international level, RFDP
works along individuals and organisations that support the organisation financially and also in terms of advising and capacity building local staff.
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Our Governance

The Board of RFDP provides guidance and support for the organisation as we continue to grow and develop. It reviews the activities we implement and offers advice on the way forward. Its member’s represent
the different interest groups whom we serve, such as local farmers, women and family members who have
children - thus ensuring we remain committed and focused on our mission and values.

Chairperson: Rev John Siyani
Vice Chairperson: Nelly Phiri
Secretary: Mathias Zimba
Vice secretary: William Nyirenda
Board Treasurer: Lackson Chipeta
Committee member: Alick Ng’uni
Committee member: Jeff Fulayi
Committee member: Christopher Nkhowani
RFDP Staff and Volunteers

RFDP Staff Members for 2007

On a local level, RFDP has six full time staff members and
three international development volunteers who are passionate and committed to development. At a grassroots level, there are four Community Outreach Workers
and several community committees which are central to the effective implementation of our projects. On a
global level, we have three technical volunteers who ensure the world is kept up-to-date with our work.
Moreover, our donors and supporters are crucial to our work, not only in terms of finance, but also in the
encouragement and advice they offer. Thank-you all very much for your hard work!
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